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Introduction

Audio and video recordings of interviews and performances, transcripts, correspondence, field notes, slides, and miscellaneous material related to French settlement and culture in Missouri and the Mississippi valley.

Box List

Box 1

Festival of American Folklife, Washington D.C., folk performances and interviews at the Narrative Stage in the French Program area, 1989 -- audio recordings and audio logs.


Ray and Theresa Thebeau, Old Mines, Missouri, square dancers, 1994 -- audio recording, transcript, and slides.


Eileen and Natalie Villmer, Old Mines, Missouri, 1995 -- video recording and transcription and notes.

"Benny" (Clifford Benedict) and "Jigs" (Leonard) Thebeau and other Rendezvous participants, Old Mines Rendezvous, Old Mines, Missouri, 1998 -- audio recording and audio log.


Pete Boyer, Potosi, Missouri, 1998 -- audio recordings and audio logs.